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SUMMARY

Over the last 470 Ma, plant evolution has seen major
evolutionary transitions, such as the move fromwater
to land and the origins of vascular tissues, seeds, and
flowers [1]. These have resulted in the evolution of
terrestrial flora that has shaped modern ecosystems
and the diversification of the Plant Kingdom, Viridi-
plantae, into over 374,000 described species [2].
Each of these transitions was accompanied by the
gain and loss of genes in plant genomes. For example,
whole-genome duplications are known to be funda-
mental to the origins of both seed and floweringplants
[3, 4]. With the ever-increasing quality and quantity of
whole-genome data, evolutionary insight into origins
of distinct plant groups using comparative genomic
techniques is now feasible. Here, using an evolu-
tionary genomics pipeline to compare 208 complete
genomes, we analyze the gene content of the ances-
tral genomes of the last common ancestor of land
plants and all other major groups of plant. This
approach reveals an unprecedented level of funda-
mental genomic novelties in two nodes related to
the origin of land plants: the first in the origin of strep-
tophytes during the Ediacaran and another in the
ancestor of land plants in the Ordovician. Our findings
highlight the biological processes that evolved with
the origin of land plants and emphasize the
importance of conserved gene novelties in plant
diversification. Comparisons to other eukaryotic
studies suggest a separation of the genomic origins
of multicellularity and terrestrialization in plants.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analyzing the Ancestral Plant Gene Content
Understanding the diversification of plant life on Earth is still one

of the major challenges in evolutionary biology. Defining the

genomic changes accompanying plant evolution is key to unrav-

eling the molecular basis of biological innovations. Recent

studies have used comprehensive taxonomic transcriptome

data to understand angiosperm diversification rates and gene
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family expansion in the major plant groups [5, 6]. Furthermore,

reduced genomic datasets have been used to investigate

whole-genome duplications as well as gene family gains and los-

ses associated with plant diversification [4, 7, 8]. However, the

role of genomic novelty in the origins of distinct plant groups us-

ing an extensive sampling of complete genomes with a phyloge-

netically broad outgroup has not been fully evaluated.

Adapting a previously described [9, 10] comparative genomics

pipeline, we compared 208 eukaryotic genomes, including a

broad representation of animal (10), other unikont (11), and

non-embryophyte bikont (29) genomes (STAR Methods; Data

S1; Figure S1). Genome quality was assessed with BUSCO, dis-

carding genomeswith more than 15%of BUSCOmissing genes,

and protein sequences were compared using BLAST and MCL

to identify homology groups (HGs). To reduce the error produced

by the complex evolutionary dynamics of genes involved in these

transitions, further dissection of HGswas not conducted [10, 11].

Therefore, a single HG is defined as a set of proteins that have

distinctly diverged from others. The 208 eukaryotic genomes

contain �9 million proteins, which were clustered into

�650,000 HGs. Using scripts incorporating a phylogenetic

framework to inform comparative genomics, five evolutionarily

distinct classifications of HG (ancestral, ancestral core, novel,

novel core, and lost) were extracted (Data S2; Figure S2). Based

on these outputs, patterns of large gene gains and losses were

identified across the plant phylogeny (Figure 1).

The HG categorization juxtaposes between the traditional gene

classification (e.g., gene families and classes) and their evolu-

tionary dynamics. Therefore, a HG can either contain genes tradi-

tionally designated as subfamilies (e.g., GA3ox), gene families

(e.g., allene oxide cyclase), or gene superfamilies. This recovery

of traditional gene classifications demonstrates the reliability of

this clustering approach (Data S3). There are limitations shared

with other BLAST-based analyses, such as the impact of gene

fusion, fission, and lateral gene transfer. However, genes in broad

HGs are less likely to bemisassigned than orthologs and paralogs

(e.g., OrthoMCL) [12]. The pipeline approach also tackles biases

seen in tree reconciliationmethods, which are prone to inaccurate

assignments of gene gains and losses [13].

The Role of Highly Conserved Gene Groups in Plant
Evolution
The evolutions of Embryophyta (land plants) and Streptophyta

(land plants and their closest algal relatives, Charophyta) are

arguably the most dramatic transitions in the history of plants.
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Figure 1. Analysis of the Gene Content of Ancestral Plant Genomes

The number of HGs of different categories indicated at each node for all major plant groups. Evolutionary relationships of these groups can be found in Data S1.

Organism silhouettes were sourced from http://phylopic.org. See also Figures S1 and S2 and Table S1.
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These events have previously been linked with the expansion

of many processes and developmental traits, including

embryogenesis [14], plant hormones [15], and symbiotic inter-

actions with arbuscular mycorrhizae and rhizobacteria [16].

Our analyses revealed that there was a substantial increase

in the number of highly retained gene novelties in the last

common ancestor (LCA) of Streptophyta and the LCA of

Embryophyta with 50 and 103 novel core HGs identified,

respectively (Figure 1). Gene Ontology (GO) analyses using

Arabidopsis thaliana, which has comprehensive GO annota-

tions, were used to explore the modern functions of descen-

dants of genes from novel core HGs (Data S4; Figure 2). The

protein class category was used, as this classification is less

prone to false assignments and biases [10]. All other GO cat-

egories, including molecular function, biological process, and

pathway were produced (Data S4). HGs present in the LCA of

embryophytes are abundant in classes involved in protein

modification (e.g., transferase, oxidoreductase, and ligase)

and protein transport (e.g., transporter proteins and mem-

brane traffic proteins), whereas HGs present in the LCA of

streptophytes are abundant in gene regulation (e.g., transcrip-

tion factor) and cell structure, movement, and division (e.g.,

cytoskeletal proteins). The origins of Streptophyta were

accompanied by the evolution of many plant-specific tran-

scription factors (e.g., HD-ZIP) and an increasingly complex

cell wall corresponding to the high number of the protein class

hits seen in the Streptophyta novel core (NC) HGs [8, 14, 17].

It is possible that the burstsof conserved genomic novelty could

be explained by the presence of one or multiple whole-genome
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duplications (WGDs). Inferring WGDs in these ancestral nodes is

difficult with no events currently identified in the LCA of these

groups [18, 19]. Analysis of over 1,000 transcriptomes has identi-

fied 244WGDsacross the greenplant phylogeny [6]. Thesemostly

occur after the origin of vascular plants and do not appear to coin-

cidewith the bursts of novelty seen in this study. This supports the

theory that there was a change in strategy from gene family birth

andexpansion toWGDalong thebackboneof theplantphylogeny.

Another contributing factor that might explain the origins of some

novel core HGs is the presence of horizontal gene transfer

(HGT). BLAST searches against the Swissprot database

confirmed the absence of all novel coreHGs in outgroup taxa, vali-

dating the outputs of the pipeline approach (BLAST outputs on

Github: https://github.com/AlexanderBowles/Plant-Evomics/

tree/master/Extended%20Data). Queries using the pipeline

approach revealed that 323 HGs were present in fungal and land

plant genomes but absent in all other taxa in this study’s dataset

(Data S1), suggesting widespread HGT in plants [20, 21]. The last

eukaryotic commonancestor (LECA) is the ancestor that connects

all eukaryotes, including plants and fungi. Either theseHGswere in

LECA and lost from all eukaryotic representatives aside from fungi

and land plants or they are the product of HGT [22]. GOanalysis of

25 of the HGs that contained at least 100 embryophyte taxa

revealed that they were associated with gene regulation and pro-

tein modification (Data S5). Other possible HGT events that could

explain the marked distribution of these novel core HGs include

parasitismbyother plants, symbiosiswith other plants (e.g., trans-

fer of a photoreceptor gene from bryophytes to ferns), and symbi-

osis with rhizobacteria [21, 23].

https://github.com/AlexanderBowles/Plant-Evomics/tree/master/Extended%20Data
https://github.com/AlexanderBowles/Plant-Evomics/tree/master/Extended%20Data
http://phylopic.org


Figure 2. Gene Ontology Annotations of

Novel Core HGs

Using Arabidopsis thaliana genes as an extant

representative, protein classes were assigned for

all novel core HGs. All other GO annotations (e.g.,

molecular function, biological process, cellular

component, and pathways) were produced. See

also Data S4.
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The Functions of Highly Conserved Gene Groups
In streptophytes, novel core HGs were implicated in root, multi-

cellular, and lateral organ development (Data S6; Figure 3).

These terms were assigned based on the functions in extant

Arabidopsis thaliana genes. In some cases, the evolutionary

emergence of HGs predates the origin of the function with which

they are often associated. For example, there is no evidence of

roots outside Tracheophyta, yet genes associated with root

development are found in older nodes [24, 25]. Therefore, these

HGs are potential examples of co-option of old genes for new

processes (Figure 3).

Other key functions include the increased complexity of the

cell wall, which is crucial for multidimensional cell growth

[26]. Further indicators of multicellularity in the predecessor of

land plants are HGs involved in the regulation of transcription,

cell adhesion, and division. The findings here also support

an expansion of cellular signal transduction pathways associ-

ated with growth, development, and stress responses in

streptophytes.

Many of the novel core HGs identified in our study have not

previously been associated with the origin of land plants. These

include proteins involved in plant organ development, cell wall

construction, and host microbe interactions [27]. Other HGs

are related to terrestrialization, with functions related to the syn-

thesis of lignin, UV light protection, and cell signaling. The latter

comprise plant hormones (phytohormones) linked with growth,

such as auxin (body plan definition) [28], brassinosteroids

(photomorphogenesis) [29], and gibberellins, as well as those

associated with environmental responses, such as abscisic

acid (ABA), salicylic acid, and jasmonic acid (primordial root

growth) [30]. Several novel core HGs, including basic-helix-

loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factors, receptor like kinases

(LRR-RLKs), and three families of heavy-metal-associated iso-

prenylated plant proteins (HIPPs), have been previously linked

to the origin of embryophytes, further validating our results

(Data S6) [31].
The Evolution of Phytohormone Signaling
Some of these innovations have evolved in an incremental

fashion. For example, phytohormone signaling genes identified
C

as novel core to Streptophyta include

ethylene-overproduction protein 1

(ETO1) and ethylene insensitive 3 (EIN3)

(Figure S3). However, genes involved in

ethylene signaling have been shown to

originate before (1-aminocyclopropane-

1-carboxylate synthase [ACS]) and after

(1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate

oxidase [ACO]) this point in the evolu-
tionary history of plants [14]. Therefore, these assigned functions

do not demonstrate an establishment of these features but the

additive developments contributing to their origin and evolution.

Using the same comparative genomics approach, we infer the

evolutionary origins and conservation of phytohormone path-

ways in plants (Figure S3). The fundamental backbone of the

biosynthesis and signaling pathways of all phytohormones either

predates or accompanies the land plant transition [14, 32–34].

Genes involved in gibberellic acid production and signaling orig-

inate with plant terrestrialization (Figure 4). However, the role of

hormones may have changed during land plant evolution, as

recently highlighted for ABA signaling [39]. Important innovations

in land plants include tightly controlled responses to drought and

salt stresses, which require the production and perception of

ABA. Our results show that ABA biosynthesis and perception

evolved earlier than previously thought and are highly conserved

across the plant phylogeny (Figure 4). The ABA receptor, PYL,

has recently been identified in Zygnema circumcarinatum but is

absent in other streptophyte algae [32]. In combination with the

analysis presented here, this confirms that PYLs are conserved

across Zygnematophyceae and Embryophyta. PP2Cs and

SnRK2s, known to be present across Viridiplantae, are here sup-

ported as an Archaeplastida novelty [33]. Identifying these HGs

is a significant step in understanding the evolution of phytohor-

mones and their implications for plant diversification.

Other Evolutionarily Distinct Gene Groups of Ancestral
Plant Genomes
Genomic novelty is considered to have an important role in the

establishment of new features during the origins of land plants

and other taxa. Genomic novelty in the LCA of distinct plant

groups was substantial (Figure 1). In the LCAs of Streptophyta

and Embryophyta, 753 and 1,167 novel HGs were identified,

respectively, similar to values found in other studies (Data S4)

[7, 14]. In contrast to other plant nodes, these values are rela-

tively low compared to the 2,525 HGs identified in the origin of

Mesangiospermae. As mentioned, WGD in plants is common

and multiple events have been identified across the angiosperm

phylogeny [3]. TwoWGDevents have been established in the an-

cestors of seed plants (Spermatophyta) and flowering plants
urrent Biology 30, 1–7, February 3, 2020 3



Figure 3. Biological Functions of Novel Core HGs based on A. thaliana Genes

Each box, color coded by phylogenetic group, is a summary of the modern day biological processes that are associated with each set of novel core HGs. An

asterisk denotes an assigned biological term that is known to predate the origin of the function. Organism silhouettes were sourced from http://phylopic.org.
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(Angiospermae), which could explain the 1,432 and 713 novel

HGs identified in these nodes [40, 41].

Our analyses also identify that the LCA of extant land plants

(Embryophyta) contained at least 8,654 ancestral HGs (Data

S4). This number is likely lower than the total number of gene

families present in the ancestral Embryophyta gene content

because a HG can contain multiple genes, and HGs and genes

can be lost from all extant representatives. Arabidopsis thaliana

and Brachypodium distachyon genomes contain 27,655 and

34,310 genes clustered into 13,345 and 14,235 HGs, respec-

tively, with 60%–70% of their genes present in the LCA of land

plants. 2,254 of these ancestral HGs were retained (ancestral

core) by at least 157 of the embryophyte genomes, demon-

strating extensive gene loss has occurred across land plant

evolution (Data S4). GO analysis revealed genes derived from

HGs present in the LCA of embryophytes are abundant in

gene regulation (e.g., nucleic acid binding and transcription fac-

tors) and protein modification (e.g., hydrolase and transferase;

Data S4).

Furthermore, our analyses recognize HG losses (Data S4).

Drosophila melanogaster was used as a representative of a

well-annotated non-plant genome in the GO analyses of HGs

lost in plant evolution. A total of 1,756 HGs were absent in the

LCA of Streptophyta comprising protein classes involved in

gene regulation (e.g., nucleic acid binding and transcription

factor), cell signaling (e.g., enzyme modulator and signaling
4 Current Biology 30, 1–7, February 3, 2020
molecules), and catalytic activity (e.g., hydrolase and oxidore-

ductase). Lost HGs were also identified in Embryophyta, sug-

gesting that gene turnover was prolific during the evolution of

the ancestors of streptophytes and land plants (Figure 1). Large

losses were also identified in branches leading to the LCA of

eudicots and Archaeplastida with 1,196 and 1,741 HGs,

respectively.

Comparisons with Animal Evolution
A previous study using the same comparative approach used

in our study revealed an increase of genomic novelty during

the origin of the animal kingdom, with an increase of

conserved genomic novelty (novel core HGs) in a single

node: the LCA of metazoans, which comprises 25 novel

core HGs associated with multicellular processes; this repre-

sents a 5-fold increase from previous ancestors [10]. The

origin of land plants shows two nodes with an increase of

conserved genomic novelty: one in the LCA of streptophytes

(in the Ediacaran; 629 mya) [1] and another in the LCA of

land plants (Ordovician; 473 mya) [1]. Moreover, plants show

higher numbers of conserved gene novelties than animals,

representing a 10-fold increase compared to older ancestors

(e.g., novel core HGs originating in the respective ancestors

of Viridiplantae and Archaeplastida). In green plants, multicel-

lularity has multiple independent evolutionary origins, with

chlorophycean and charophycean algae showing a patchy

http://phylopic.org


Figure 4. Evolution of Abscisic Acid (ABA) and Gibberellic Acid (GA) Biosynthesis and Signaling

Squares indicate genes that are involved in biosynthesis and circles indicate genes involved in signaling. Dark orange shapes indicate non-genetic elements.

Color coding demonstrates that a gene was present in at least the last common ancestor of a clade. Arrows indicate positive regulation, and circle ended lines

indicate negative regulation. Acronyms for genes: ABA biosynthesis: AAO, ABA-ALDEHYDE OXIDASE; NCED, 9-CIS-EPOXYCAROTENOID DIOXYGENASE;

NSY, NEOXANTHIN SYNTHASE; SDR, SHORT-CHAIN ALCOHOL DEHYDROGENASE/REDUCTASE; ZEP, ZEAXANTHIN EPOXIDASE. ABA signaling: ABF,

ABA RESPONSIVE ELEMENT-BINDING FACTOR; ABI4, ABA INSENSTIVE4; AHA, ARABIDOPSIS PLASMA MEMBRANE H+-ATPASE; AKT, SER/THR

KINASE1; ALMT, ALUMINUM-ACTIVATED MALATE TRANSPORTER; AVP, ARABIDOPSIS VACUOLAR H+-PYROPHOSPHATASE; CAS, CALCIUM SENSING

RECEPTOR; CHLH, PROTOPORPHYRIN IX MAGNESIUM CHELATASE, SUBUNIT H; CNGC, CYCLIC NUCLEOTIDE GATED CHANNEL; GORK, GATED

OUTWARDLY RECTIFYING K+ CHANNEL; KAT,GUARD CELL INWARDLY RECTIFYING K+ CHANNEL;MAPK,MITOGEN ACTIVATED KINASE-LIKE PROTEIN;

MYB, MYB DOMAIN PROTEIN; PLDa1, PHOSPHLIPASE Da1; PP2C, PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 2C; RBOH, RESPIRATORY BURST OXIDASE HOMOLOG

PROTEIN; SLAC, SLOW ANION CHANNEL; VHA, VACUOLAR H+-ATPASE. GA biosynthesis: CPS, ENT-COPALYL DIPHOSPHATE SYNTHASE; KS, KAURENE

SYNTHASE; KO, ENT-KAURENE OXIDASE; KAO, ENT-KAURENOIC ACID OXIDASE; GA20ox, GIBBERELLIN 20 OXIDASE 1; GA3ox, GIBBERELLIN 3-BETA-

DIOXYGENASE; GA2ox, GIBBERELLIN 2-BETA-DIOXYGENASE. GA signaling: GID1, GIBBERELLIN-INSENSITIVE DWARD PROTEIN 1, DELLA; SLY1,

SLEEPY1; SCF, SKP1-CULLIN-F-BOX. This figure has been adapted from previous publications for ABA [35, 36] and GA [37, 38]. See also Figure S3.
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distribution, but is a trait that is conserved in all embryophytes

[42, 43]. Here, we speculate that analysis of the gene content

of the ancestral genomes of the plant kingdom (Viridiplantae)

supports a decoupling between the emergence of multicellu-

larity (streptophytes) and terrestrialization (embryophytes),

which is in contrast to a single burst of novelty in the animal

kingdom (Metazoa), whose origins did not involve

a change of environment. In the future, the inclusion of new

genomes may change the reconstruction of HGs at each

node. Specifically, recent sequencing of the first two fern ge-

nomes and a second charophyte genome would help to fill
phylogenetic gaps [7, 14]. Results from BLAST searches of

novel core HGs against these phylogenetically important ge-

nomes supported the pipeline outputs, further validating our

analyses (BLAST outputs available on Github: https://github.

com/AlexanderBowles/Plant-Evomics/tree/master/Extended%

20Data). In addition, this study solely focuses on protein-cod-

ing genes; however, non-coding genes, regulatory regions,

and epigenetic modifications most likely contributed to the

diversification of plant life. The analysis presented here, which

incorporates genomic data for 208 taxa from across the tree

of life, provides new insight into the composition of ancestral
Current Biology 30, 1–7, February 3, 2020 5
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plant genomes and emphasizes the role of genome evolution

in the emergence of terrestrial flora.
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SWISSPROT [46] https://www.uniprot.org/

Genome Data Data S1 N/A

Software and Algorithms

BUSCO v3 [35] https://busco.ezlab.org/

BLAST 2.7 [36] https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi

mcl-14-137 [37] https://micans.org/mcl/

Phylogenetic Aware Parsing Script [10] https://github.com/PapsLab/Phylogenetic_

Aware_Parsing_Script

Panther GO v11 [47] http://www.pantherdb.org/

R 3.4.2; R - tidyr; R - GGplot2 [44, 45, 48] https://www.r-project.org/

PAPS Plant-Evomics https://github.com/AlexanderBowles/

Plant-Evomics

N/A
LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

Genome sources and software (e.g., BLAST) are listed (Data S1) and referenced (Figure S1) and all scripts used are available on

Github listed below. Further information about the study and intermediary files (BLAST and MCL outputs) should be directed to

the Lead Contact, Jordi Paps (jordi.paps@bristol.ac.uk). This study did not generate any new, or unique reagents.

METHOD DETAILS

Compiling genomic dataset
A detailed description of the pipeline utilized here can be found elsewhere [10]. Briefly, the pipeline uses the protein coding genes of

whole genome sequences to identify homologous groups of proteins within and between species (Figure S1). Broad taxonomic sam-

pling of genomic data was implemented to be able to accurately infer the phylogenetic origin of different HGs (Data S1). 208 eukary-

otic genomes were downloaded equating to 9,204,593 predicted proteins including 178 Archaeplastida genomes (including 158 land

plant genomes) and 30 from a diverse representation of eukaryotic outgroups (Data S1). BUSCO analysis was used to assess the

quality of the genome annotation, using a < 15% of missing genes in the BUSCO Eukaryota dataset as a benchmark to accept a

genome for further analysis (Data S1) [49].

Homology assignment
Sequence similarity for all predicted proteins was identified with an all-versus-all BLAST [46] (version 2.7.1) using an e-value of 10e-5,

resulting in 84,724,532,295,649 comparisons with 3,680,714,880 significant BLAST hits. The BLAST search was launched on

7th February 2018 and therefore any genomes published after this date were not included in the analysis. Within the MCL protocols,

it is recommended to assess the effects of changing of the granularity score which is the fineness of the clusters produced [47]. Out-

puts for granularity scores 1.2, 2, 4 and 6 were used to compare the phylogenetic appearance and clustering of plant gene families

against published datasets of Banks et al. [45] and the transcription factor families fromCatarino et al. [44] (Data S3). After testing the

impact of altering this inflation value, BLAST outputs were clustered using MCL with the default granularity score (I = 2.0, Data S3)

[47]. This approach identified 661,545 groups of homologous genes across all proteins.

Phylogenetically Aware Parsing Script
The MCL output was processed by modifying the Perl scripts described in Paps and Holland [10] with Perl version 5. In the form of

three Perl scripts, the pipeline can be used to identify the origin or loss of homologous groups of proteins (HGs) based upon their

taxonomic occupancy (Data S2). Different sets of HGs can be analyzed (initially defined in Paps and Holland [10]);

d Ancestral (HGs present in the Last Common Ancestor of a clade),

d Ancestral Core (HGs present in every representative species within a clade or absent only in one genome),

d Novel (HGs present in the Last Common Ancestor of a clade and absent in all outgroup taxa),
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d Novel Core (HGs present in every representative species within a clade or absent only once and absent in all outgroup taxa),

d Lost (HGs lost in the Last Common Ancestor of a clade).

Amore detailed explanation of these query termswith examples is available (Figure S2). Themain tree figuresweremade in FigTree

[48] and edited in Inkscape [50].

Novel Core HG validation
To confirm accurate identification of conserved gene novelties, Arabidopsis thaliana (and Brachypodium distachyon for Liliopsida

novelties) genes for each HG were tested, by performing BLASTP searches against the Swissprot database [51] (25th July 2018)

excluding in-group sequences with the option negative_gilist [46]. This offers the maximum breadth of taxonomic sampling possible.

Based on sequence similarity, e-value, and taxonomic occupancy, BLAST searches further validated the identification of novel core

Homology Groups.

Three evolutionarily significant genomes have recently been published, the first two fern genomes [7] and the second charophyte

genome [14]. Novel Core HGs from all groups were BLASTP searched against the protein coding genes of these genomes (Data S4).

Based on sequence similarity, e-value, and taxonomic occupancy, these BLAST searches refined the number of Novel Core HGs

identified (Table S1).

Functional annotation
To obtain a functional description for all types of HG for every Archaeplastida node, their Arabidopsis thaliana genes were assessed

using Panther GO [52] (Version 11). The number of Gene Ontology hits for all GO classifications were collated: Protein Class, Molec-

ular Function, Biological Process, Cellular Component, Pathways (Data S4). A literature search further revealed the functions of the

Novel Core Homology Groups (Data S6). Graphics were produced in R [53] using packages tidyr [54] and GGplot2 [55].

Inferring Horizontal Gene Transfer
Inferences about potential HGT weremade. Based on the taxon sampling in the dataset, the pipeline was used to produce the query:

Atleast1-fungi present, Atleast1-Embryophyta present and Outgroups absent. 323 HGs were identified which were subsequently

whittled down to 25 HGs by stipulating that at least 100 land plant taxa must be present. Similar to the above, GO analysis was

used to reveal the functions of these HGs (Data S5).

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

All genomic data used in the study is publically available with sources listed in Data S1. The code used to process the outputs of MCL

and extract the 5 evolutionarily distinct Homology Groups is available on Github at https://github.com/AlexanderBowles/

Plant-Evomics. Also available on Github are the BLASTs of all Novel Core HGs against the SwissProt database and the results of

the BLASTs against the protein coding genes of Chara braunii, Azolla filiculoides and Salvinia cucullata (https://github.com/

AlexanderBowles/Plant-Evomics/tree/master/Extended%20Data).
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